The limited diversity of the mouse gamma-chains anti-GAT repertoire does not seem to be noticeably amplified upon class switch.
NH2-terminal sections of H and L chains isolated from five monoclonal anti-GAT antibodies derived from BALB/c mice have been sequenced upon to residue 43. Four among these five antibodies, sharing similar public idiotypic determinants, possess extremely conserved sequences, both for the H, which is apparented to the VH II type, and the L chains, which belong to the V kappa I subgroup. VH sequences are identical up to residue 43 and contain the common sequences (residues 1 to 32) defined for the H chains derived from the DBA/2 IgM anti-GAT monoclonal antibodies. Light chains are also remarkably conserved, a rather unusual situation for kappa-chains. The fifth antibody that expresses only part of the public idiotypic determinants contains very distinctive H and L chains. Its heavy chains are close to the VH I subgroup, whereas its kappa-chains permit definition of a new V kappa subgroup. The repertoire appears to be highly conserved between BALB/c and DBA/2 mice, and does not seem larger in IgG than in IgM antibodies. This latter observation does not speak in favor of a switch-linked amplification of diversity.